Welcome to our contract seating range

Product
Ranges
Witley Jones offer a complete design, manufacture
and installation service covering all the requirements
in educational furniture.

Accommodation

Art & Design

Classroom

Dining

ICT

Laboratory

Library

Seating

Storage & Lockers

www.witleyjones.com

Fabric Categories

Your preferred seating items can
easily be tailored to suit individual
room decor and budgets.
GROUP 1
CAMIRA
BRADBURY
BRADBURY
BRADBURY
BRADBURY
SUNBURY

Range
PHOENIX
ARIZONA
OMEGA PLUS
PYRA
STIRLING
SUNTEX

GROUP 2
CAMIRA
SUNBURY
SUNBURY
AGUA
AGUA
AGUA
AGUA
CONTEXT

Range
ADVANTAGE
ALBA
KIMORA
JUNO
LIBRA
LUNAR
PAINT POT
METRO

GROUP 3
Range
CAMIRA
CHATEAU PLUS
CAMIRA
MAINLINE PLUS
CAMIRA
MANHATTAN
CAMIRA
NEXUS
CAMIRA
SPRINT
CAMIRA
URBAN PLUS
CAMIRA
X2 PLUS
CAMIRA
XTREME PLUS
BRADBURY
FLAMBLEND
BRADBURY OMEGA PLUS NANOSPHERE
BRADBURY
TORRO
AMBLA VINYL
NEW RICHMOND
SUNBURY
CARLTON
SUNBURY
KARIBA
SUNBURY
MICADO
AGUA
CASHMIR
AGUA
CLASSIC
AGUA
EVOKE
AGUA
NOVA
AGUA
STIRATA
AGUA
TAURUS

GROUP 4
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
BRADBURY
BRADBURY
BRADBURY
AMBLA VINYL
SUNBURY
AGUA
AGUA
AGUA
CHIEFTAIN
CHIEFTAIN
CHIEFTAIN
GROUP 5
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
SUNBURY
SUNBURY
AGUA
CHIEFTAIN
CHIEFTAIN
CHIEFTAIN
CHIEFTAIN
CHIEFTAIN
CHIEFTAIN
CHIEFTAIN

Range
DENIM PLUS
HI TECH (ANTI-STATIC)
VELVETINE PLUS
CARNIVAL
FIGARO
TORRO PLUS
BERKSHIRE
OLYMPIC
AURA
AURA STRIPE
7 COLLECTION
JUST COLOUR
JUST PATTERNS
LIONELLA
Range
AQUARIUS
BLAZER 1
BLAZER 2
BLAZER CHECK
HEBDEN PLUS
HEMP PLUS
INTERVENE PLAIN
INTERVENE TEXTURE
MARVEL PLUS 4
SILK
24/7 PLUS
STUDIO
TOBA
MYSTIQUE
CASCO
MARQUIS
RIVIERA
SELF COLOUR
CUBE
TRADITIONAL
UNIVERSAL

GROUP 6
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
CAMIRA
AMBLA VINYL
AMBLA VINYL
AMBLA VINYL
AMBLA VINYL
AMBLA VINYL
SUNBURY
SUNBURY
AGUA
CHIEFTAIN

Range
ACROBAT
BINARY PLUS
CRAGGAN PLUS
MONROE
SMARTY PLUS
STRIPES 2 PLUS
STRIPES PLUS
TINTO
WOODLAND
WILD HEATHER
YORK WEAVE
MUNROE
OSCAR
PUCCI
DERRYTEX
MULTI STRETCH

HIDE
YARWOOD
Details on application
CREST JMT LEATHER Details on application
The majority of cloths in Bands Group 2
and above meet BS7176 CRIB 5 medium
hazard usage. Those of Group 1 meet
BS7176 levels 0 and 1 (Cigarette and
Match test) low hazard usage.
Please check with our office for
verification.
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We offer a superb range of attractive
and durable fabrics, PVCs, leathers
and other coverings as listed below

Derwent
Derwent represents a
robust style that is timeless
in its design; suited to any
cloth, it will provide years of
attractive use in any
environment.

Derwent

BC1013

BC1014

BC1015

Specification
The frame is constructed from legal and sustainable hardwoods and then
upholstered and finished with the customer’s own choice of fabric.
Code

SH

H

W

D

BC1013 Derwent Single Seat Sofa

Range

Item

460

890

910

880

BC1014 Derwent Twin Seat Sofa

460

890

1450 880

BC1015 Derwent Triple Seat Sofa

460

890

1900 880
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All dimensions in mm

Spey
Spey will grace any common or
public area; designed to give a
modern but homely feel to a
room, the softer chenille type
cloths best suit this design.

Spey

BC1043

BC1044

BC1045

Specification
The frame is constructed from legal and sustainable hardwoods and then
upholstered and finished with the customer’s own choice of fabric.
Code

Range Item

SH

H

W

D
890

BC1043 Spey

Single Seat Sofa

460

790

890

BC1044 Spey

Twin Seat Sofa

460

790

1330 890

BC1045 Spey

Triple Seat Sofa

460

790

1850 890
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All dimensions in mm

Trent
A traditional seating style ideal for classical areas of
any establishment such as a
library or master’s room.
These are best upholstered in
real or faux leather for
maximum effect.

Trent

BC1016

BC1017

BC1018

Specification
The frame is constructed from legal and sustainable hardwoods and then
upholstered and finished with the customer’s own choice of fabric.
Code

Range Item

SH

H

W

D

BC1016 Trent

Single Seat Sofa

460

800

1150 900

BC1017 Trent

Twin Seat Sofa

460

800

1600 900

BC1018 Trent

Triple Seat Sofa

460

800

2000 900
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All dimensions in mm

Tub Chairs
We have added the Tay and
Dee tub chairs to the
already popular Nene chair
that we introduced in 2012.
All are suitable for a variety
of uses and especially look
good in housemasters’ and
matrons’ offices.

Tub Chairs
Nene

BC1047

BC1046

Tay

BC1019

BC1049

Dee

BC1038

BC1039

Specification
All tub chairs are manufactured from legal and sustainable hardwoods and plywood.
All are then upholstered and finished with the customer’s own choice of fabric.
Code

Range Item

SH

H

W

D
700

BC1046 Nene

Single Seat Tub Chair

460

700

700

BC1047 Nene

Twin Seat Tub Chair

460

700

1400 700

BC1019 Tay

Single Seat Tub Chair

460

800

750

BC1049 Tay

Twin Seat Tub Chair

460

800

1250 660

BC1039 Dee

Single Seat Tub Chair

460

700

700

BC1038 Dee

Twin Seat Tub Chair

460

700

1200 700

660
700
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All dimensions in mm

Wye
A range of modern and funky
stools that will brighten up any
public area. Curves and angles give
almost infinite layout possibilities,
that can be changed on a day to
day basis.

Wye

BC1160

BC1161

BC1165

BC1166

BC1167

BC1168

BC1164

Specification
Frames are manufactured from legal and sustainable hardwoods and plywood.
All are then upholstered and finished with the customer’s own choice of fabric.
Code

Range Item

H/SH

L

D

BC1160 Wye

Round Centre Stool

460

760

BC1161 Wye

Crescent Stool

460

760

BC1164 Wye

Centre Seat 1/2 Round

460

BC1165 Wye

60º Section

460

810

BC1166 Wye

90º Section

460

1150

BC1167 Wye

Centre Back Full Round

740

760

BC1168 Wye

Centre Back Half Round

740

760

760
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All dimensions in mm

Task and Meeting
Room Chairs
All of our Task and Meeting Room
Chairs are manufactured in the UK and
come complete with a 5 year
guarantee. As standard, all chairs
come with black finished frames,
chrome and aluminium are also
available at extra cost.

The chairs illustrated are only part
of our extensive range. If you have
a particular style/colour you wish
to source, please contact us with
your exact requirements.

BC991
Operator Chair with Arms
SH: 470-600 x BH: 990-1120 x W: 455 x D: 440

BC1066
Tangent Operator Chair
SH: 480-610 x BH: 960-1090 x W: 510 x D: 480

BC1057

BC1058

Student Swivel Chair
SH: 410-520 x BH: 810-920 x W: 460 x D: 430

PU Seated Swivel Chair
SH: 420-530 x BH: 780-890 x W: 450 x D: 410

BC992

BC1056

Operator Chair without Arms
SH: 470-600 x BH: 990-1120 x W: 455 x D: 440

Cantilever Meeting Chair
SH: 490 x BH: 970 x W: 540 x D: 550

BC1067

BC1068

Tangent Operator Chair with Adj. Arms
SH: 480-610 x BH: 960-1090 x W: 670 x D: 480

Tangent Side Chair
SH: 490 x BH: 960 x W: 540 x D: 640

BC1073

BC1074

BC1075

Elite Swivel Chair
SH: 460-560 x BH: 970-1070 x W: 510 x D: 480

Elite Swivel Chair with Adj. Arms
SH: 460-560 x BH: 970-1070 x W: 680 x D: 480

Elite Meeting Chair
SH: 490 x BH: 990 x W: 540 x D: 640

BC1076

BC1077

BC1078

Inflexion with Adj. Arms
SH: 480-640 x BH: 1035-1195 x W: 660 x D: 500

Inflexion with Adj. Arms & Adj. Headrest
SH: 480-640 x BH: 1210-1370 x W: 660 x D: 500

Inflexion Meeting Room Chair
SH: 490 x BH: 1040 x W: 620 x D: 630
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Task and Meeting
Room Chairs

Simply Wood
A range of traditional and functional chairs
offering great strength and durability.

BC993
Senior Classroom Chair (Wooden)
SH: 450 x BH: 810 x W: 420 x D: 400

BC994
Senior Wooden Side Chair (Upholstered)
SH: 500 x BH: 810 x W: 420 x D: 400

BC1136

BC1137

High Classroom Chair (Wooden)
SH: 765 x BH: 1100 x W: 465 x D: 510

High Wooden Side Chair (Upholstered)
SH: 795 x BH: 1100 x W: 465 x D: 510

BC675

BC901

Balmain Timber Seat
SH: 450 x BH: 980 x W: 450 x D: 425

Beech Reception Chair without Arms
SH: 480 x BH: 885 x W: 550 x D: 625

BC676

BC900

Balmain Leather Seat
SH: 460 x BH: 980 x W: 450 x D: 430

Beech Reception Chair with Arms
SH: 480 x BH: 885 x W: 550 x D: 625

BC1130

BC1132

BC1133

Timber Stacking Side Chair
SH: 460 x BH: 750 x W: 510 x D: 510

Timber Frame Easy Low
SH: 430 x BH: 760 x W: 570 x D: 660

Timber Frame Twin Seat Easy Low Chair
SH: 430 x BH: 760 x W: 1120 x D: 660

BC1131

BC1134

BC1135

Timber Stacking Side Chair with Arms
SH: 460 x BH: 750 x W: 540 x D: 510

Timber Frame Easy Low Chair with Arms
SH: 430 x BH: 760 x W: 610 x D: 660

Timber Frame Twin Seat Easy Low Chair
With Arms
SH: 430 x BH: 760 x W: 1160 x D: 660
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Simply Wood

Simply Metal
Our Simply Metal range offers a
practical and economical solution to
your budget seating requirements.
Sturdily constructed metal frames
and legs complemented by attractive
fabric upholstery - All manufactured
in the UK with a 5 year guarantee.

The chairs illustrated are only part
of our extensive range. If you have
a particular style/colour you wish
to source, please contact us with
your exact requirements.

BC666
Skid Leg Side Chair
SH: 470 x BH: 850 x W: 490 x D: 600

BC102
Unit Chair
SH: 410 x BH: 810 x W: 520 x D: 670

BC995

BC665

Metal Side Chair
SH: 470 x BH: 800 x W: 470 x D: 530

Cantilever Meeting Chair
SH: 500 x BH: 880 x W: 515 x D: 590

BC667

BC668

Radstock Side Chair
SH: 480 x BH: 860 x W: 520 x D: 580

Radstock Side Chair with PU Arms
SH: 480 x BH: 860 x W: 560 x D: 580

BC103

BC996

Unit Chair with Arms
SH: 410 x BH: 810 x W: 630 x D: 670

Skid Chair
SH: 410 x BH: 820 x W: 520 x D: 660

BC669

BC670

BC671

Radstock Easy Chair
SH: 420 x BH: 870 x W: 610 x D: 700

Radstock Easy Chair with Arms
SH: 420 x BH: 870 x W: 675 x D: 700

Radstock 2 Seater Bench
SH: 420 x BH: 870 x W: 1270 x D: 700

BC672

BC673

BC674

Cyrus Easy Chair
SH: 440 x BH: 890 x W: 570 x D: 660

Cyrus Easy Chair with Arms
SH: 440 x BH: 890 x W: 650 x D: 660

Cyrus 2 Seat Bench
SH: 440 x BH: 890 x W: 1160 x D: 660
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Simply Metal

Modern Learning
Witley Jones offer a range of modern and
contemporary seating options for the
learning environment. This sheet illustrates
a few of the many styles available, please
contact us with your requirements - we are
sure that we can help.
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Modern Learning

Coffee Tables
We manufacture a range of
traditional and modern coffee
tables using superior quality
materials, producing enduring
and attractive finishes.

Coffee Tables

MT606

MT626

MT611

MT612

MT610

MT618

MT613

MT615

MT619

MT614

MT616

MT617

Specification
All wood topped coffee tables are available in ash, beech or oak finishes, as are those with
metal trumpet legs; for those customers who do not like chrome metal legs, they are also
available in black or grey, prices available on application.
Code

Item

H

L

W

MT606

Coffee Table Wooden Leg

400

800

400

D

MT626

Coffee Table Wooden Leg

400

1200 600

MT611

Round Coffee Table on Chrome Trumpet Base

450

600

MT612

Round Coffee Table on Chrome Trumpet Base

450

800

MT613

Round Bistro Table on Chrome Trumpet Base

730

600

MT614

Round Bistro Table on Chrome Trumpet Base

730

MT610

Square Coffee Table on Pyramid Base

400

800

800

MT615

Square Bistro Table on Pyramid Base

730

800

800

MT616

Round Bistro Table on Pyramid Base

730

MT617

Round Bistro Table on Pyramid Base

730

MT618

Coffee Table Wooden Leg

400

600

600

MT619

Coffee Table Wooden Leg

400

750

750

800

800
1200
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All dimensions in mm

“Once again Witley Jones have provided a
first class product backed up with
excellent installation service and after
sales care.”

“Excellent job - thank you and your
installers - fits perfectly.”
Peter Robinson

Edward Valletta

Business Manager - Sibford
School, Oxfordshire

“May I just say thank you for the new
boardroom table and chairs supplied to
the modern languages department. The
standard of workmanship and quality is
excellent. Once again a pleasure to do
business with Witley Jones.”

“Witley Jones have been supplying furniture to the
school for many years. We would not have been able
to complete our furniture projects without their
expertise in planning , manufacture and installation.
The follow up aftercare service in going the extra mile
is a credit to the team at Witley Jones.”

John Brooks

Steve Watson

Kimbolton School, Huntingdon

Winchester College

Facilities Manager - Edgbaston High
School For Girls

Free Consultation Service
3D Design/Planning
Extensive In House Stock
CNC Manufacturing Technology
Experienced/Skilled Assembly Technicians
Delivery and Installation Service
Environmentally Friendly Policies
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On-Going Support Programme

WITLEY JONES FURNITURE LIMITED
TERMS & CONDITIONS
The Bu yer's attention is in particular drawn to the provisions of condition 10.4.
1.
INTERPRETATION
1.1
The definitions and rules of interpretation in this condition apply in these conditions.
Buyer: the person, firm or company who purchases the Goods from the Company.
Company: Witle y Jones Furniture Limited
Contract: any contract between the Company and the Bu yer for the sale and purchase and fitting and installation of the Goods, incorporating these
conditions.
Delivery Point: the place where deliver y of the Goods is to take place under condition 4.
Goods: any goods agreed in the Contract to be supplied (including the fitting and installation where applicable) to the Bu yer b y the Company (including any
part or parts of them).
1.2
A reference to a particular law is a reference to it as it is in force for the time being taking account of any amendment, extension, application or re-enactment
and includes any subordinate legislation for the time being in force made under it.
1.3
Words in the singular include the plural and in the plural include the singular.
1.4
Condition headings do not affect the interpretation of these conditions.
2.
APPLICATION OF TERMS
2.1
Subject to any variation under condition 2.3 the Contract shall be on these conditions to the exclusion of all other terms and conditions (including any terms
or conditions which the Bu yer purports to apply under any purchase order, confirmation of order, specification or other document).
2.2
No terms or conditions endorsed on, delivered with or contained in the Bu yer's purchase order, confirmation of order, specification or other document shall
form part of the Contract simply as a result of such document being referred to in the Contract.
2.3
These conditions apply to all the Company's sales and any variation to these conditions and any representations about the Goods shall have no effect unless
expressly agreed in writing and signed b y a director of the Company. The Bu yer acknowledges that it has not relied on any statement, promise or
representation made or given b y or on behalf of the Company which is not set out in the Contract. Nothing in this condition shall exclude or limit the
Company's liabilit y for fraudulent misrepresentation.
2.4
Each order or acceptance of a quotation for Goods b y the Bu yer from the Company shall be deemed to be an offer b y the Bu yer to bu y Goods subject to these
conditions.
2.5
No order placed b y the Bu yer shall be deemed to be accepted b y the Company until a written acknowledgement of order is issued b y the Company or (if
earlier) the Company delivers the Goods to the Buyer.
2.6
The Bu yer shall ensure that the terms of its order and any applicable specification are complete and accurate.
2.7
Any quotation is given on the basis that no Contract shall come into existence until the Company despatches an acknowledgement of order to the Bu yer. An y
quotation is valid for a period of 30 days only from its date, provided that the Company has not previously withdrawn it.
3.
DESCRIPTION
3.1
The quantit y and description of the Goods shall be as set out in the Company's quotation or acknowledgement of order.
3.2
All samples, drawings, descriptive matter, specifications and advertising issued b y the Company and any descriptions or illustrations contained in the
Company's catalogues or brochures are issued or published for the sole purpose of giving an approximate idea of the Goods described in them. The y shall not
form part of the Contract and this is not a sale b y sample.
4.
DELIVERY
4.1
Unless otherwise agreed in writing b y the Company, deliver y of the Goods shall take place at the Bu yer’s place of business.
4.2
The Bu yer shall take deliver y of the Goods within 14 days of the Company giving it notice that the Goods are read y for deliver y.
4.3
Any dates specified b y the Company for deliver y of the Goods are intended to be an estimate and time for deliver y shall not be made of the essence b y
notice. If no dates are so specified, deliver y shall be within a reasonable time.
4.4
Subject to the other provisions of these conditions the Company shall not be liable for any direct, indirect or consequential loss (all three of which terms
include, without limitation, pure economic loss, loss of profits, loss of business, depletion of goodwill and similar loss), costs, damages, charges or expenses
caused directly or indirectly b y any dela y in the deliver y of the Goods (even if caused b y the Company's negligence), nor shall any dela y entitle the Buyer to
terminate or rescind the Contract unless such dela y exceeds 180 days.
4.5
If for any reason the Bu yer fails to accept delivery of any of the Goods when the y are read y for deliver y, or the Company is unable to deliver the Goods on
time because the Bu yer has not provided appropriate instructions, documents, licences or authorisations:
(a)
risk in the Goods shall pass to the Bu yer (including for loss or damage caused b y the Company's negligence);
(b)
the Goods shall be deemed to have been delivered; and
(c)
the Company ma y store the Goods until deliver y, whereupon the Bu yer shall be liable for all related costs and expenses (including, without
limitation, storage and insurance).
4.6
The Bu yer shall provide at the Delivery Point and at its expense adequate and appropriate equipment and manual labour for loading the Goods.
4.7
The Company ma y deliver the Goods b y separate instalments. Each separate instalment shall be invoiced and paid for in accordance with the provisions of
the Contract.
4.8
Each instalment shall be a separate Contract and no cancellation or termination of any one Contract relating to an instalment shall entitle the Buyer to
repudiate or cancel any other Contract or instalment.
5.
NON-DELIVERY
5.1
The quantity of any consignment of Goods as recorded b y the Company upon despatch from the Company's place of business shall be conclusive evidence of
the quantity received b y the Bu yer on deliver y unless the Bu yer can provide conclusive evidence proving the contrar y.
5.2
The Company shall not be liable for any non-deliver y of Goods (even if caused b y the Company's negligence) unless the Bu yer gives written notice to the
Company of the non-delivery within 7 days of the date when the Goods would in the ordinary course of events have been received.
5.3
Any liabilit y of the Company for non-delivery of the Goods shall be limited to replacing the Goods within a reasonable time or issuing a credit note at the pro
rata Contract rate against any invoice raised for such Goods.
6.
RISK/TITLE
6.1
The Goods are at the risk of the Bu yer from the time of deliver y.
6.2
Ownership of the Goods shall not pass to the Bu yer until the Company has received in full (in cash or cleared funds) all sums due to it in respect of:
(a)
the Goods; and
(b)
all other sums which are or which become due to the Company from the Bu yer on any account.
6.3
Until ownership of the Goods has passed to the Buyer, the Bu yer shall:
(a)
hold the Goods on a fiduciary basis as the Company's bailee;
(b)
store the Goods (at no cost to the Company) separately from all other goods of the Bu yer or any third party in such a wa y that the y remain
readily identifiable as the Company's property;
(c)
not destro y, deface or obscure any identifying mark or packaging on or relating to the Goods; and
(d)
maintain the Goods in satisfactory condition and keep them insured on the Company's behalf for their full price against all risks to the
reasonable satisfaction of the Company. On request the Bu yer shall produce the polic y of insurance to the Company.
6.4
The Bu yer may resell the Goods before ownership has passed to it solely on the following conditions:
(a)
any sale shall be effected in the ordinary course of the Bu yer's business at full market value; and
(b)
any such sale shall be a sale of the Company's property on the Bu yer's own behalf and the Bu yer shall deal as principal when making such a
sale.
6.5
The Bu yer's right to possession of the Goods shall terminate immediately if:
(a)
the Bu yer has a bankruptcy order made against him or makes an arrangement or composition with his creditors, or otherwise takes the
benefit of any statutory provision for the time being in force for the relief of insolvent debtors, or (being a bod y corporate) convenes a
meeting of creditors (whether formal or informal), or enters into liquidation (whether voluntar y or compulsory) except a solvent voluntar y
liquidation for the purpose only of reconstruction or amalgamation, or has a receiver and/or manager, administrator or administrative
receiver appointed of its undertaking or any part thereof, or documents are filed with the court for the appointment of an administrator of the
Bu yer or notice of intention to appoint an administrator is given b y the Bu yer or its directors or b y a qualifying floating charge holder (as
defined in paragraph 14 of Schedule B1 to the Insolvenc y Act 1986), or a resolution is passed or a petition presented to any court for the
winding-up of the Bu yer or for the grant-ing of an administration order in respect of the Bu yer, or any proceedings are commenced relating
to the insolvenc y or possible insolvenc y of the Buyer; or
(b)
the Bu yer suffers or allows any execution, whether legal or equitable, to be levied on his/its property or obtained against him/it, or fails to
observe or perform any of his/its obligations under the Contract or any other contract between the Company and the Bu yer, or is unable to
pay its debts within the meaning of section 123 of the Insolvenc y Act 1986 or the Bu yer ceases to trade; or
(c)
the Bu yer encumbers or in any wa y charges any of the Goods.
6.6
The Company shall be entitled to recover payment for the Goods notwithstanding that ownership of any of the Goods has not passed from the Company.
6.7
The Bu yer grants the Company, its agents and emplo yees an irrevocable licence at any time to enter any premises where the Goods are or may be stored in
order to inspect them, or, where the Bu yer's right to possession has terminated, to recover them.
6.8
Where the Company is unable to determine whether any Goods are the goods in respect of which the Bu yer's right to possession has terminated, the Bu yer
shall be deemed to have sold all goods of the kind sold b y the Company to the Bu yer in the order in which the y were invoiced to the Bu yer.
6.9
On termination of the Contract, howsoever caused, the Company's (but not the Bu yer's) rights contained in this condition 6 shall remain in effect.
7.
PRICE
7.1
Unless otherwise agreed b y the Company in writing, the price for the Goods shall be the price set out in the Company's price list published on the date of
deliver y or deemed delivery.
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The price for the Goods shall be exclusive of any value added tax and all costs or charges in relation to packaging, loading, unloading, carriage and
insurance, all of which amounts the Bu yer shall pay in addition when it is due to pay for the Goods.
PAYMENT
Subject to condition 8.4, payment of the price for the Goods is due in pounds sterling on the day which falls 30 days from the date of invoice.
Time for payment shall be of the essence.
No payment shall be deemed to have been received until the Company has received cleared funds.
All payments payable to the Company under the Contract shall become due immediately on its termination despite any other provision.
The Bu yer shall make all payments due under the Contract in full without any deduction whether b y wa y of set-off, counterclaim, discount, abatement or
otherwise unless the Bu yer has a valid court order requiring an amount equal to such deduction to be paid b y the Company to the Bu yer.
The Company reserves the right to claim interest under the Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998.
QUALITY
Where the Company is not the manufacturer of the Goods, the Company shall endeavour to transfer to the Bu yer the benefit of any warrant y or guarantee
given to the Company.
The Company warrants that (subject to the other provisions of these conditions) upon deliver y, and for a period of 12 months from the date of delivery, the
Goods shall:
(a)
be of satisfactory qualit y within the meaning of the Sale of Goods Act 1979;
(b)
be reasonably fit for the purpose for which the Goods would ordinarily be used .
The Company shall not be liable for a breach of any of the warranties in condition 9.2 unless:
(a)
the Bu yer gives written notice of the defect to the Company within 7 days of the time when the Bu yer discovers or ought to have discovered
the defect; and
(b)
the Company is given a reasonable opportunit y after receiving the notice of examining such Goods and the Bu yer (if asked to do so b y the
Company) returns such Goods to the Company's place of business at the Company's cost for the examination to take place there.
The Company shall not be liable for a breach of any of the warranties in condition 9.2 if:
(a)
the Bu yer makes any further use of such Goods after giving such notice; or
(b)
the defect arises because the Bu yer failed to follow the Company's oral or written instructions as to the storage, installation, commissioning,
use or maintenance of the Goods or (if there are none) good trade practice; or
(c)
the Bu yer alters or repairs such Goods without the written consent of the Company; or
(d)
the Bu yer has misused or remitted the misuse of the Goods.
Subject to condition 9.3 and condition 9.4, if any of the Goods do not conform with any of the warranties in condition 9.2 the Company shall at its option
repair or replace such Goods (or the defective part) or refund the price of such Goods at the pro rata Contract rate provided that, if the Company so requests,
the Bu yer shall, at the Company's expense, return the Goods or the part of such Goods which is defective to the Company.
If the Company complies with condition 9.5 it shall have no further liabilit y for a breach of any of the warranties in condition 9.2 in respect of such Goods.
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
Subject to condition 4, condition 5 and condition 9, the following provisions set out the entire financial liabilit y of the Company (including any liability for
the acts or omissions of its emplo yees, agents and sub-contractors) to the Bu yer in respect of:
(a)
any breach of these conditions;
(b)
any use made or resale b y the Bu yer of any of the Goods, or of any product incorporating any of the Goods; and
(c)
any representation, statement or tortious act or omission including negligence arising under or in connection with the Contract.
All warranties, conditions and other terms implied b y statute or common law (save for the conditions implied b y section 12 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979)
are, to the fullest extent permitted b y law, excluded from the Contract.
Nothing in these conditions excludes or limits the liabilit y of the Company:
(a)
for death or personal injury caused b y the Company's negligence; or
(b)
under section 2(3), Consumer Protection Act 1987; or
(c)
for any matter which it would be illegal for the Company to exclude or attempt to exclude its liabilit y; or
(d)
for fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation.
Subject to condition 10.2 and condition 10.3:
(a)
the Company's total liabilit y in contract, tort (including negligence or breach of statutory duty), misrepresentation, restitution or otherwise,
arising in connection with the performance or contemplated performance of the Contract shall be limited to the Contract price; and
(b)
the Company shall not be liable to the Bu yer for any pure economic loss, loss of profit, loss of business, depletion of goodwill or otherwise,
in each case whether direct, indirect or consequential, or any claims for consequential compensation whatsoever (howsoever caused) which
arise out of or in connection with the Contract.
ASSIGNMENT
The Company ma y assign the Contract or any part of it to any person, firm or company.
The Bu yer shall not be entitled to assign the Contract or any part of it without the prior written consent of the Company.
FORCE MAJEURE
The Company reserves the right to defer the date of deliver y or to cancel the Contract or reduce the volume of the Goods ordered b y the Bu yer (without liabilit y to
the Bu yer) if it is prevented from or dela yed in the carrying on of its business due to circumstances beyo nd the reasonable control of the Company including,
without limitation, acts of God, governmental actions, war or national emergenc y, acts of terrorism, protests, riot, civil commotion, fire, explosion, flood,
epidemic, lock-outs, strikes or other labour disputes (whether or not relating to either party's workforce), or restraints or delays affecting carriers or inabilit y
or delay in obtaining supplies of adequate or suitable materials, provided that, if the event in question continues for a continuous period in excess of 21 days,
the Bu yer shall be entitled to give notice in writing to the Company to terminate the Contract.
GENERAL
Each right or remed y of the Company under the Contract is without prejudice to any other right or remed y of the Company whether under the Contract or
not.
If any provision of the Contract is found b y any court, tribunal or administrative bod y of competent jurisdiction to be wholly or partly illegal, invalid, void,
voidable, unenforceable or unreasonable it shall to the extent of such illegalit y, invalidity, voidness, voidabilit y, unenforceabilit y or unreasonableness be
deemed severable and the remaining provisions of the Contract and the remainder of such provision shall continue in full force and effect.
Failure or delay b y the Company in enforcing or partially enforcing any provision of the Contract shall not be construed as a waiver of any of its rights under
the Contract.
Any waiver b y the Company of any breach of, or any default under, any provision of the Contract b y the Bu yer shall not be deemed a waiver of any
subsequent breach or default and shall in no way affect the other terms of the Contract.
The parties to the Contract do not intend that any term of the Contract shall be enforceable b y virtue of the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 b y
any person that is not a party to it.
The formation, existence, construction, performance, validit y and all aspects of the Contract shall be governed b y English law and the parties submit to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.
COMMUNICATIONS
All communications between the parties about the Contract shall be in writing and delivered b y hand or sent b y pre-paid first class post or sent b y fax or
email transmission:
(a)
(in case of communications to the Company) to its registered office or such changed address as shall be notified to the Bu yer b y the
Company; or
(b)
(in the case of the communications to the Bu yer) to the registered office of the addressee (if it is a company) or (in any other case) to any
address of the Bu yer set out in any document which forms part of the Contract or such other address as shall be notified to the Company b y
the Bu yer.
Communications shall be deemed to have been received:
(a)
if sent b y pre-paid first class post, two days (excluding Saturdays, Sundays and bank and public holidays) after posting (exclusive of the day
of posting); or
(b)
if delivered b y hand, on the day of deliver y; or
(c)
if sent b y fax or email on a working day prior to 4.00 pm, at the time of transmission and otherwise on the next working day.
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